More and more computerized models provide reservoir descriptions of million ceIls, which correspond to the complexity of the heterogeneities met in natural rocks. Huid flow simulations within these media need upscaling techniques. The Dual Mesh Method considering specific discretisation for each unknown allows to solve this upscaling problem by doing adaptive homogeneisation. In this paper, non linear problems are addressed and time steps different for each resolution are considered. Applications in heterogeneous media with different mobility ratios are given and show that the dual mesh method could be applied to full field simulations with more accurate solutions than with an a priori upscaling.
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Petroleum reservoirs are made of highly heterogeneous rocks. Simulations of these reservoirs result in geoscientific works to integrate the data and knowledge about the field. Generally, the reservoir is represented on a very high resolution (HR) grid which can be composed of millions of cells. Petrophysical parameters such as porosity, absolute permeability, given by geology and geophysics are associated to one or to a group of cells. However, it is necessary to reduce the number of cells in order to run fluid flow simulations. Thus, conventional method is to coarsen the grid and to obtain a lower resolution (LR) grid by doing static upscaling. Indeed, before the fluid flow simulation is done, the petrophysical parameters must be upscaled. This method is impossible when it depends on the saturation profile. The Dual Mesh Method (DMM) already proposed by the authors is a mean to upscale when the conventional methods fail. The principle is to solve the pressure equation over a LR grid while the saturation equations are solved over a HR grid. Thanks to this technique, it is possible to take into account the evolution of the saturation during time in the ca1culation of the parameters . of the pressure equation (contrary to the conventional methods). This kind of upscaling will be called "adaptive homogeneization". Let us describe the foundation of the DMM. One can point out that the pressure equation has of ten a smoother solution than the saturation one.
It is important in reservoir simulation to describe the saturation front in a accurate way. From a mathematical point of view, the DMM justifies itself by the parabolical (or elIiptical) nature of the pressure equation compared with the hyperbolical nature of the saturation equation. So, the three main purposes of this new method are:
-to better take into account the petrophysical parameters, and thus, the physics of the fluid flow, -to reduce the numerical dispersion thanks to a HR grid for the saturation equation, -to make an adaptive upscaling of the parameters for the pressure equation.
A background about research using different meshes is presented. Then, af ter having described the model problem, the notations for the DMM is presented which allow to describe the DMM algorithm with also different time steps. EventuaIly, applications to heterogeneous cases with different mobility are given.
BACKGROUND
Ramé & Killough [7] used different meshes in a case of miscible fluids with a transport equation in concentration and an elliptic in pressure. Their reconstruction step were based on splines method. A first step of the DMM algorithm was implemented and validared in [6] . Thanks to an original reconstruction method of the pressure from the LR to the HR grids, taking into account the physics of the fluid flow and the heterogeneities, results can be visualized on a grid with the same size as the one used to describe the geological model. It can be seen as a postprocessor for the pressure, allowing to recalculate locally this one over the HR grid.
The paper [9] presented a whole algorithm which allows to solve the transport equation over the HR grid af ter solving the pressure equation on a LR grid and obtaining the flow rate at a smaller scale by solving local problems with Neumarm conditions. It was implemented and validated for an homogeneous porous media, and linear mobility. We present now an algorithm of DMM which have the distinctive feature to use also two different time-steps.
DUAL MES" MET"OD FOR A NON-LINEAR "ETEROGENEOUS PROBLEM
The model problem Let us consider the two phases water-oil problem. The equation for each phase p is written as:
Every notation is specified in the chapter nomenclature. However, some non conventional notations are also explained in the text. P o=P and Sw=S become the main unknowns. Af ter discretisation, by linear combination of the system (1), one can obtain:
A 2 6S+B2(p n + I ,Sn )=QĨ t is possible to use the DMM with n' =n or n' =n+ 1.
But with the IMPES scheme (n * =n), it is possible to solve the saturation equation over a very fine grid. Indeed, there is no constraints due to the memory size with an explicit scheme for the saturation. In order to simplify the notation, and to avoid having Newton iterations for linearising the system, a dead-oil problem is considered, with hypothesis of incompressibility of the fluids and the rock. The gravity and capillary pressure are also neglected. The resulting continuous system is:
with initial conditions in saturation, and with boundary conditions in pressure and flow rate, such th at the problem is well posed. Let us describe briefly the different steps of the DMM: Description of the algorithm
Step 1-Ca\culation of the LR time-step for the pressure equation,
Step 2 -Calculation of the parameters necessary to solve the pressure equation thanks to an adaptive homogeneization from the HR to the LR grid,
Step 3 -Ca\culation of the pressure over the LR Grid (solution of the linear system),
Step 4 -Reconstruction of the flow-rate over the HR grid at each high saturation time step by using the pressure over the LR grid,
Step 5 -Resolution of the saturation equation over the HR grid for each HR time step.
Notations
Let us introduce the notations for the DMM algorithm. At first, symbols pertaining to the LR Grid are written in capital letters; those for the HR Grid are written in small letters. Let us consider two reservoir grids, OH and Oh, representing the reservoir 0. Each unknown has its own discretisation in space (cf. fig. 1 ). So, the unknowns PH E V H and sh E V h are associated to these grids, where V H (resp. V h ) corresponds to the space of the constant functions over OH (resp. Oh)' Furthermore, for each unknown, two different time steps Let us detail the description of the algorithm.
Step 1 -Calculation of the pressure time-step t~+1 is calculated as if the pressure and saturation equations were both caIculated over the LR Grid. So, the pressure time-step is caIculated thanks to a ratio (called ipres) between the two different grids, corresponding to the relation between the CFL conditions for the saturation equation over the HR and the LR Grid, i.e.:
A n+I _ .
A n,mn (6) ut p -ipres. uts .
such that~t~,mn is the time-step caIculated by a CFL condition allowing to caIculate the discrete s~.
Step 2 -Adaptive Homogeneization The objective pursued is to caIculate adaptively the upscale petrophysical parameters over the LR Grid, which differs from the "dynamical upscaling" defined by [2] . For the incompressible case (dead-oil), one determines the tensor km(s~) over each MH EQH' All others parameters could be determined in similar fashion (if considering capillary pressure and diffusion). Different techniques can be used to obtain these parameters [1] . The applications herein are built using two different adapti ve homogeneizations:
-the geometrie average of km(s~) which gives the DMM GA, -an algebrie method for averaging permeability proposed in [5] (DMM KP) giving an anisotropic tensor.
Step 3 -Calculation of the pressure Step 4 -Reconstruction of the flow rate
The flow-rate q~,n+1 is reconstructed for each time step tk,n+l. At first, the flow rate corresponding to the
as to e etermine y considering the following continuous local problem [6],
[9] to find the pressure pn+l and the flow rate Qn+1 such as:
A classical finite volume technique is used by integrating the local problem over each Mh belonging to M H.
Considering the flow rate between the cell MH, the total flow rate is then distributed over each boundary of Mh belonging to dM H . The following method allows us to take into account HR Grid heterogeneities even on the boundary conditions -Let CH,a EdMH such as UCH,a =dMH (a=I,4) a -For each CH,a' let us define T8 H ,a ' which is the sum of the fine adptative transmissiblity:
'lich,~C CH,a' such as~Ch,~= dMh,
Ch,]3cCH,a -Let us define the discrete flow rate Qrmpc such as :
The discrete boundary conditions being determined, it is possible now to find an approximate solution of (8)-(9). In order to have an unique solution for the pressure, the value of the pressure at the center of the cell MH is fixed. An iterative method is used to solve the linear systems for each cell MH, by using the pressure at the previous time for the initialisation of the solution, which allows to find II h d · fl =n+1 eventua y t e iscrete ow rate q h . Now, it remains to evaluate q~,n+l. The main difficulty is to keep the conservativity of the flow ra te over each fine mesh. It is obtained thanks to the following expression, allowing to be conservative for each
Mh EQh:~t n+l,k ::n+l,k ::n _ s (::n+1 ::n) (13) qh -qh -~tp+1 qh -qh .
Step 5 -Resolution of the transport eguation
It is the last step of the algorithm. The purpose is to find the discrete saturation Sh+ 1 ,k+1 over the HR Grid by using the following explicit scheme:
S n+I.k+1 sn+1,k_ 
NUMERI CAL EXPERIMENTS
The test-cases
In order to validate this algorithm, a quarter of five spot is considered (cf. figure 3) . Two different grids are considered: the HR (30x30) and the LR (1 Ox10) grids. For each test-case, the HR grid is considered as the reference. In order to avoid PI problems, boundary conditions have been considered rather than wells (cf. figure 3) . Two different permeability maps are retained. The first one is an homogeneous case with K=100mD. The second case is an heterogeneous porous medium with a lognormal distribution without correlation (figures 4 and 5). With these choices, a geometrie average is taken in a first time to homogeneise km(s) over each MH (called DMM GA). Then, the algebrie estimator is used (called DMM KP). The relative permeabilities used are of the Corey type [3] as follows:
. h S* S -Swi
The tests are made with three mobility cases (see Table  I ); mobility ratios are chosen near I to the extent th at numerical dispersion is important. So, the difference between the HR and the LR grid . is important too. 
Numerical results
The comparison between the different saturation maps ( fig. 6 to 8) shows how weIl the DMM integrates the fine grid petrophysical information, even through the pressure equation is solved over the LR grid.
For the homogeneous cases (mobility ratios = 2 and 0.32) shown in Fig. 9 and 10, the watercut curve of the DMM 5 (GA and KP) is nearly the same as the HR grid resolution.
For the heterogeneous cases ( Fig. 11 and 12 ), the DMM KP gi yes a better result than the DMM GA. Furthermore, we notice that DMM results are closer to the HR grid for the favorable mobility (M=0.32). This is probably due to a smaller influence of the viscosity ratio. For all cases, resolutions using different time steps or equal time steps give similar results, although slight oscillations may appear with different ones.
The conservativity of the DMM is checked by the comparison ofthe mass balances ( Fig. 13 and 14) . Fig. 15 to 18 show the number of pressure iterations, using the "bicgstab method", necessary to solve the global problem (and the localones for the DMMs).
The DMMs require nearly the same number of iterations for the global problem as the LR grid method. 
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